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Some people just go a little further for others. From the hardworking 
chef in the kitchen to the busy server in the restaurant or café. This 
requires footwear that is not only approved for work but that also 
feels right. Even after a long shift. 

At Sika Footwear we have a wide range of work footwear for hotels, 
restaurants, canteens and catering. Our products are developed 
in close collaboration with users, and are designed to provide 
maximum comfort and safety in the workplace.  

In this catalogue you will find exactly the right work footwear for 
your industry and your job. Happy reading.



READ MORE AT 
WWW.SIKAFOOTWEAR.EU
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 Footwear 
made 
for work
At Sika Footwear we develop, manufacture 
and supply footwear for working people. From 
the restaurant server with the long shift to the 
contractor who builds roads and bridges. Needs 
vary, but one thing remains the same: Footwear 
should fit, both to the feet and to the work that 
needs doing!

Sika Footwear is a Danish company which took its first steps back 
in 1870. Not that longevity is synonymous with quality, but it is 
difficult to argue against nearly 150 years of insight and refinement. 
Today we use the knowledge to develop our own products from 
scratch, as well as selecting and marketing the very best brands on 
the market.

Yes, we know a lot about footwear at Sika Footwear. But for us it’s 
just as important to listen to those who actually wear the shoes in 
everyday life. For that reason, we develop our own products in close 
cooperation with the users, because ultimately, it’s their opinion 
that counts. 

SHOE FINDER
Find the right footwear for your needs
Whether you are the wearer, purchaser or dealer,Shoe Finder 
is a simple, user-friendly visual tool that helps you to choose 
the right footwear. All you have to do is answer five simple 
questions. Shoe Finder generates a complete list of shoes to 
match your needs.
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"SIKA shoes work really well if you 
work in a professional kitchen. 
They are lightweight, cool to 
wear and easy to keep clean. You 
have an incredibly firm foothold, 
which is crucial when working in 
an environment where floors are 
often slippery."

Jakob Kofoed, Chef at Hotel Vejle Fjord 
(SIKA Function testimony)

Sika Footwear is also the proud sponsor of footwear to the Danish National Catering Team,  
the German National Culinary Team, Stockholm Culinary Team  

and Culinary Team West Sweden

Designed for 
you and your 
profession

RECOMMENDED BY 
KOKKELANDSHOLDET,
THE NATIONAL CULINARY 
TEAM OF DENMARK
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SLIP RESISTANT 
FOOTWEAR FOR 
KITCHEN 
PROFESSIONALS
SIKA FUNCTION – A STEP UP FOR SAFETY.    
EVEN WHEN YOU MOVE FAST.  
The shoe is specially designed for safety and has been tested in 
professional kitchens. The unique tread pattern provides optimal 
grip on all types of flooring, while built-in shock absorption keeps 
feet comfortable during long shifts. 

A safe choice for all kitchen pros.

SIKA
FUNCTION

THE SELF-
CLEANING SOLE 
PREVENTS FOOD 
AND DIRT FROM 
STICKING FAST.

THE UNIQUE SOLE 
PATTERN CREATES 
FRICTION IN ALL 
DIRECTIONS, 
MINIMISING THE RISK 
OF SLIPPING, NO 
MATTER HOW YOU 
MOVE.

A CONTOURED 
HEEL AND FLEXIBLE 
TREADS IN THE HEEL 
AND FOREFOOT 
CREATE OPTIMAL 
CONTACT WITH THE 
FLOOR SURFACE AS 
YOU MOVE.

GROOVES LEAD 
WATER AWAY SO 
YOU ALWAYS HAVE 
A FIRM GRIP ON 
THE FLOOR.
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Facts about FUNCTION

SPECIAL FEATURES: Specially developed for food service 
and kitchen environments with hard, wet and slippery 
surfaces

OUTSOLE: Extra slip resistant (SRC) and shock absorbing 
PU outsole, specially developed for food service and 
kitchen environments with hard, wet and slippery surfaces. 
The outsole is flexible, lightweight and easy to clean

UPPER: Durable, breathable and water resistant microfibre 
with excellent resistance to chemicals used in detergents 
in food service and the food industry

LINING: Breathable and washable textile with extra 
reinforced microfibre in the heel

INLAY SOLE: Breathable, shock absorbing and sweat 
transporting inlay sole, which reduces odours and is 
washable at 30 °C

19301 / BALANCE 19302 / STABLE

SERIES:

FUNCTION

SLIP RESISTANT 
FOOTWEAR FOR 
KITCHEN 
PROFESSIONALS Lightweight and 

durable work shoe with 
excellent slip resistance

NEWNEW
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Lightweight and 
comfortable 
OPTIMAX models 
without toe cap

172000 / OPTIMAX

SPECIAL FEATURES: With perforations for extra 
breathability

SERIES:

OPTIMAX
Facts about OPTIMAX

OUTSOLE: Slip resistant and shock absorbing PU outsole

UPPER: Breathable, water resistant and durable Permair® 
leather

LINING: Sweat transporting, breathable and durable lining

INLAY SOLE: Lightweight and antibacterial material. Shock 
absorbing and breathable. Washable at 30 °C

SLIP RESISTANT OUTSOLE. 
LIGHTWEIGHT, FLEXIBLE 
AND DURABLE

WITH 
PERFORATIONS 

FOR EXTRA 
BREATHABILITY

WIDE OUTSOLE 
IN THE HEEL AREA 

REDUCES THE RISK OF 
TWISTING INJURIES

SEE THE SYMBOLS EXPLAINED AT WWW.SIKAFOOTWEAR.EU
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172000 / OPTIMAX

SPECIAL FEATURES: With perforations for extra 
breathability

173110 / OPTIMAX

SPECIAL FEATURES: Sandal with adjustable Velcro® 
closure. Band can be cut without fraying

173105 / OPTIMAX

SPECIAL FEATURES: Certification: OB+A+E+FO+SRA. 
Sandal with adjustable Velcro® closure. Band can be cut 
without fraying

SERIES:

OPTIMAX

172100 / OPTIMAX 172001 / OPTIMAX
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SERIES:

OPTIMAX

Lightweight and
comfortable OPTIMAX
models with toe cap

Facts about OPTIMAX

OUTSOLE: Slip resistant and shock absorbing PU outsole

UPPER: Breathable, water resistant and durable Permair® 
leather

LINING: Sweat transporting, breathable and durable lining

INLAY SOLE: Lightweight and antibacterial material. Shock 
absorbing and breathable. Washable at 30 °C

172302 / OPTIMAX

SPECIAL FEATURES: Shoe with adjustable Velcro® 
closure. Band can be cut without fraying

172201 / OPTIMAX
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172200 / OPTIMAX

SPECIAL FEATURES: With perforations for extra 
breathability

172201 / OPTIMAX

172111 / OPTIMAX

DID YOU KNOW THAT?
“The personal experience of well-
being is the primary factor when it 
comes to comfort in footwear."
Per Øllgaard, physiotherapist 
specialising in feet and foot injuries. 
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FUSION models 
without toe cap. 
Unique fit and 
comfort

19511 / FUSION

SPECIAL FEATURES: With perforations for extra 
breathability

SERIES:

FUSION
Facts about FUSION

OUTSOLE: Extra slip resistant and shock absorbing PU 
outsole

UPPER: Breathable, water resistant and durable Permair® 
leather. With perforations for extra breathability

LINING: Sweat absorbing, durable and breathable 
microfiber

INLAY SOLE: Breathable, sweat transporting and 
antibacterial material. Washable at 30 °C

THE SOLE CONSTRUCTION 
ENSURES STABILITY AND 
REDUCES THE RISK OF 
TWISTING INJURIES 

WITH PERFORATIONS 
FOR EXTRA 

BREATHABILITY

SEE THE SYMBOLS EXPLAINED AT WWW.SIKAFOOTWEAR.EU
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19514 / FUSION

SPECIAL FEATURES: Elastic over instep

19513 / FUSION

DID YOU KNOW THAT?
Fit, slip resistance and shock absorption 
are, according to users within the 
hospitality industry in Denmark, the 
most important considerations when 
choosing footwear for work. 
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FUSION models with 
toe cap. Unique fit 
and comfort

Facts about FUSION

OUTSOLE: Extra slip resistant and shock absorbing PU 
outsole

UPPER: Breathable, water resistant and durable Permair® 
leather. With perforations for extra breathability

LINING: Sweat absorbing, durable and breathable 
microfiber

INLAY SOLE: Breathable, sweat transporting and 
antibacterial material. Washable at 30 °C

19224 / FUSION

SPECIAL FEATURES: Elastic over instep

SERIES:

FUSION

SEE THE SYMBOLS EXPLAINED AT WWW.SIKAFOOTWEAR.EU

THE SOLE 
CONSTRUCTION 

ENSURES STABILITY AND 
REDUCES THE RISK OF 

TWISTING INJURIES

ELASTIC OVER 
INSTEP
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19224 / FUSION

SPECIAL FEATURES: Elastic over instep

19223 / FUSION

19225 / FUSION

SPECIAL FEATURES: Adjustable Velcro® closure and 
perforations for extra breathability

15

DID YOU KNOW THAT?
Slip resistance is a general term for the 
anti-slip properties of the footwear 
in interaction with the substrate, the 
wearer and the environment in which 
the wearer is active.
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Extra slip resistant and 
shock absorbing work 
footwear in an 
easy-to-clean design

SERIES:

HIGHLINE
Facts about HIGHLINE

SPECIAL FEATURES: Easy-to-clean design. ESD approved. 
From size 35 to 50

OUTSOLE: Lightweight, durable, shock absorbing and extra 
slip resistant PU/PU outsole. The sole is flexible and also 
features a stabilising shank, which counteracts twisting and 
distributes pressure across the entire sole. With a gel pad in 
the heel for exceptional shock absorption and cushioning

UPPER: Breathable, durable and water resistant Permair® 
leather

LINING: Breathable, hardwearing, sweat transporting and 
fast-drying lining of Moisture-Tech® Technology and with 
extra reinforcement in the heel

INLAY SOLE: Inlay sole of breathable, sweat transporting 
and anti-bacterial PU. With extra soft and pressure-relieving 
memory foam from heel to forefoot

Expected in stock summer 2019

202220 / PRIMO

SPECIAL FEATURES: With Boa® Fit System

EXTRA SLIP RESISTANT 
PU/PU OUTSOLE

BOA® FIT SYSTEM

REINFORCEMENT FOR 
EXTRA DURABILITY

MINIMAL SEAMS FOR AN EASY-
TO-CLEAN DESIGN

ESD APPROVED

BREATHABLE, DURABLE 
AND WATER RESISTANT 
PERMAIR® LEATHER

LADDER GRIP

NEW

SEE THE SYMBOLS EXPLAINED AT WWW.SIKAFOOTWEAR.EU
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202220 / PRIMO

SPECIAL FEATURES: With Boa® Fit System

202110 / LEAD

SPECIAL FEATURES: Sandal with adjustable Velcro® 
closure. Metal free 

202210 / PREMIER

SPECIAL FEATURES: Metal free  

ESD APPROVED

SERIES:

HIGHLINE

NEW

NEW
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Extra slip resistant and 
shock absorbing work 
footwear in an 
easy-to-clean design

SERIES:

HIGHLINE
Facts about HIGHLINE

SPECIAL FEATURES: Easy-to-clean design. ESD approved. 
From size 35 to 50

OUTSOLE: Lightweight, durable, shock absorbing and extra 
slip resistant PU/PU outsole. The sole is flexible and also 
features a stabilising shank, which counteracts twisting and 
distributes pressure across the entire sole. With a gel pad in 
the heel for exceptional shock absorption and cushioning

UPPER: Breathable, durable and water resistant Permair® 
leather

LINING: Breathable, hardwearing, sweat transporting and 
fast-drying lining of Moisture-Tech® Technology and with 
extra reinforcement in the heel

INLAY SOLE: Inlay sole of breathable, sweat transporting 
and anti-bacterial PU. With extra soft and pressure-relieving 
memory foam from heel to forefoot

Expected in stock summer 2019

202510 / FRONT

SPECIAL FEATURES: With zip and elastic over instep. 
Metal free.

202410 / FIRST

SPECIAL FEATURES: Elastic over instep. Metal free.

NEW NEW

SEE THE SYMBOLS EXPLAINED AT WWW.SIKAFOOTWEAR.EU
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202410 / FIRST

SPECIAL FEATURES: Elastic over instep. Metal free.
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Lightweight and 
sturdy. Wide fit

Facts about LIMBER

SPECIAL FEATURES: Metal free. Wide fit

OUTSOLE: Slip resistant and shock absorbent PU/PU

UPPER: Water resistant microfibre 

LINING: Durable polyester

INLAY SOLE: Breathable inlay sole of durable polyester

SERIES:

LIMBER

210 / BEAT LOW

METALFREE

 WATER RESISTANT 
MICROFIBRE 

SEE THE SYMBOLS EXPLAINED AT WWW.SIKAFOOTWEAR.EU
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SERIES:

LIMBER

210 / BEAT LOW 212 / EASY MID

211 / EASY LOW

216 / BEAT MID

DID YOU KNOW THAT:
SHOE FINDER is a simple, user-friendly visual 
tool that helps you make the right choice of 
footwear. See how at sikafootwear.eu/shoe-
finder
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Super comfortable work 
shoe in a smart, sneakers 
design

SERIES:

SIKA 
BUBBLE Facts about SIKA BUBBLE

OUTSOLE: Extra slip resistant and flexible outsole of 
EVA/rubber. The air bubbles in the outsole provide unique 
comfort and shock absorption under the entire foot

UPPER: Breathable and washable textile

LINING: Breathable and washable textile

INLAY SOLE: Breathable, shock absorbing and sweat 
transporting inlay sole, which retains most of its shape 
over time. The inlay sole reduces unpleasant odours and is 
washable at 30 °C

50011 / MOVE

SPECIAL FEATURES: The black/white model is supplied 
with an extra pair of white shoelaces

THE SHOES ARE 
SUPPLIED WITH TWO 
PAIRS OF LACES IN 
DIFFERENT COLOURS

THE DISTINCTIVE 
AIR BUBBLES CREATE 
UNIQUE COMFORT AND 
SHOCK ABSORPTION

THE SHOES CAN BE 
WASHED AT 30 °C 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED 
OUTSOLE TO PROVIDE 
A GOOD FOOTHOLD 
ON SLIPPERY 
SURFACES

SEE THE SYMBOLS EXPLAINED AT WWW.SIKAFOOTWEAR.EU
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50011 / MOVE

SPECIAL FEATURES: The black model is supplied with an 
extra pair of blue shoelaces

50011 / MOVE

SPECIAL FEATURES: The white model is supplied with an 
extra pair of blue shoelaces

SERIES:

SIKA 
BUBBLE

SIKA BUBBLE is made for those who work long 
shifts and take on a lot of responsibility. THOSE 
who stand a lot, and who walk a lot. With its 
stylish design, SIKA BUBBLE erases the line 
between work footwear and sneakers – without 
compromising on comfort or safety. 
Finally, a shoe you want to wear. 
All day long.

For those who go 
the extra mile

SIKA  
BUBBLE



NEW
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Super comfortable 
and water resistant 
work shoe in a smart, 
sneakers design

Facts about SIKA BUBBLE

SPECIAL FEATURES: 50012 and 50017 are supplied with an 
extra pair of blue shoelaces

OUTSOLE: Extra slip resistant and flexible outsole of 
EVA/rubber. The air bubbles in the outsole provide unique 
comfort and shock absorption under the entire foot

UPPER: Breathable, water resistant, durable and washable 
microfiber

LINING: Breathable and washable textile

INLAY SOLE: Breathable, shock absorbing and sweat 
transporting inlay sole, which retains most of its shape 
over time. The inlay sole reduces unpleasant odours and is 
washable at 30 °C

50012 / STEP

SERIES:

SIKA 
BUBBLE

50013 / JUMP

Expected in stock summer 2019

50017 / FLOW

SEE THE SYMBOLS EXPLAINED AT WWW.SIKAFOOTWEAR.EU



Facts about SIKA MOTION

SPECIAL FEATURES: Certification: OB+A+E+FO+SRC. 
Various adjustment options. With  detachable heel strap 

OUTSOLE: Slip resistant and shock absorbing outsole of 
PU/PU

UPPER: Nubuck/Lycra. The white model is made from grain 
leather

LINING: Soft and comfortable lining

FOOTBED: Extra soft, padded suede footbed that shapes 
around the foot to provide optimal comfort

22207 / SIKA MOTION

SERIES:

SIKA  
MOTION

Lightweight, soft 
and flexible sandals. 
Super fit, arch 
support and comfort

25SIKA FOOTWEAR 2019/20
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19466 / FUSION CLOG ESD

Lightweight and extra 
slip resistant clogs with 
optimum comfort

SERIES:

FUSION 
CLOG ESD Facts about  

FUSION CLOG ESD

OUTSOLE: Extra slip resistant and shock absorbing PU 
outsole

UPPER: Breathable, water resistant and durable Permair® 
leather

LINING: Lining of sweat absorbing and breathable Politex. 
Quick drying and durable

INLAY SOLE: Replaceable inlay sole of breathable, sweat 
transporting and antibacterial material. Washable at 30 °C

19467 / FUSION CLOG ESD

SPECIAL FEATURES: Certification: OB+A+E+FO+WRU+SRC  
Adjustable heel strap that can be cut without fraying

SEE THE SYMBOLS EXPLAINED AT WWW.SIKAFOOTWEAR.EU



19467 / FUSION CLOG ESD

SPECIAL FEATURES: Certification: OB+A+E+FO+WRU+SRC  
Adjustable heel strap that can be cut without fraying

19468 / FUSION CLOG ESD

SPECIAL FEATURES: Certification: OB+A+E+FO+WRU+SRC

19476 / FUSION CLOG ESD
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DID YOU KNOW THAT?
Comfort is the result of a variety 
of factors, such as fit, safety, shock 
absorption, flexibility and breathability.
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FLEX-LBS models with  
soft leather footbed

SERIES:

FLEX LBS
Facts about FLEX LBS

OUTSOLE: Slip resistant, flexible and shock absorbing PU 
outsole

UPPER: Breathable, water resistant and durable Permair® 
leather

FOOTBED: Soft and comfortable LBS footbed, consisting 
of a combination of foam and leather

8185 / FLEX LBS

SPECIAL FEATURES: Certification: OB+A+E+WRU+FO+SRB

SOFT LEATHER 
FOOTBED

ADJUSTABLE 
HEEL STRAP
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8005 / FLEX LBS 8105 / FLEX LBS

SPECIAL FEATURES: Certification: OB+A+E+WRU+FO+SRB

8985 / FLEX LBS

SPECIAL FEATURES: Certification: SB+A+E+FO+WRU+SRB

885 / FLEX LBS

SIKA FOOTWEAR 2019/20

SERIES:

FLEX LBS
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3801 / SIKA IMPREGNATION

Protects plain hide and leather against moisture and prolongs the lifetime of the 
footwear. Without organic solvents or silicone. 300 ml

SIKA OPTIMAX LACES

Available in black and white

200070 / 70 CM 

200090 / 90 CM 

ACCESSORIES

Sika Footwear's series of accessories also contributes 
towards ensuring that the user has a comfortable 
work day – e.g. with shock absorbing footbeds and 
sweat absorbing socks. In addition, we offer different 
shoelaces and shoe care products that can help to 
keep the footwear in top shape for as long as possible.
Find the entire assortment at www.sikafootwear.eu

What do you give 
the shoe that has 
everything?

18 / SIKA LEATHER POLISH

Cleans and cares for plain hide and leather. Available in black and neutral. 190 ml

705200 / BRYNJE ALL YEAR, 3 PACK 

Lightweight and breathable socks for daily use, with excellent sweat transporting 
properties to keep feet dry. The sock has an elasticated upper, shapes around the foot 
and keeps its fit. Wash at max. 40 °C. Made from 39% Coolmax, 32% polyamide, 27% 
cotton and 2% elastane

Size: 36-39, 40-43, 44-47
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68201 / BRYNJE ULTIMATE FOOTFIT – LOW 

Exclusive arch supporting inlay sole constructed for optimal support and comfort for 
feet with a low arch. The inlay sole is made from soft, shock absorbing and breathable 
EVA/PU foam, and moulded with polyester around the sole for optimal durability. 
A 3 mm layer of Poron has been inserted beneath the heel for exceptional shock 
absorption. The inlay sole is antistatic and ESD compatible. Can be cut to fit the shoe. 
Use the existing inlay sole as a template for optimal fit.

Size: 35-37, 38-39, 40-41, 42-43, 44-45, 46-47, 48-50

68202 / BRYNJE ULTIMATE FOOTFIT – MEDIUM 

Exclusive arch supporting inlay sole constructed for optimal support and comfort for 
feet with a medium arch. The inlay sole is moulded TPU, which stabilises the foot and 
provides extra support around the arch and heel. The inlay sole is made from soft, 
shock absorbing and breathable EVA/PU foam, and moulded with polyester around the 
sole for optimal durability. A 3 mm layer of Poron has been inserted beneath the heel 
for exceptional shock absorption. The inlay sole is antistatic and ESD compatible. Can 
be cut to fit the shoe. Use the existing inlay sole as a template for optimal fit.

Size: 35-37, 38-39, 40-41, 42-43, 44-45, 46-47, 48-50

68203 / BRYNJE ULTIMATE FOOTFIT – HIGH 

Exclusive arch supporting inlay sole constructed for optimal support and comfort 
for feet with a high arch. The inlay sole is moulded TPU, which stabilises the foot and 
provides extra support around the arch and heel. The inlay sole is made from soft, 
shock absorbing and breathable EVA/PU foam, and moulded with polyester around the 
sole for optimal durability. A 3 mm layer of Poron has been inserted beneath the heel 
for exceptional shock absorption. The inlay sole is antistatic and ESD compatible. Can 
be cut to fit the shoe. Use the existing inlay sole as a template for optimal fit.

Size: 35-37, 38-39, 40-41, 42-43, 44-45, 46-47, 48-50

165 / SIKA INLAY SOLE 

Antistatic. Shock and sweat absorbing

Size: 35-51

162 / SIKA INLAY SOLE – MOTIONFLEX 

Unique shock absorption under the entire foot. Keeps its shape and elasticity

Size: 35-48

SIKA FOOTWEAR 2019/20
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